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9. New Business

~

February 13, 1996
The Facuity Senate meeting was called to order at 3: 3 5 p. m. on February 13, 1996, in the Kiva.
President Harry Lull presided.
Senators present: Steven Block (Music), Tom DeCoster (Orthopaedics), Victor Delclos
(Education), Charles Fleddermann (Electrical & Computer Engineering), John Geissman (Earth &
Planetary Sciences), Deborah Graham (Health Sciences Library), Blaine Hart (Radiology), Peggy
Kelley (Surgery), Tom Kyner (Mathematics & Statistics), Larry Lavender (Theatre & Dance),
Harry Llull (General Library), George Luger (Computer Science), Deborah Mcfarlane (Public
Administration), Richard Melzer (Valencia), Christine Nathe (Dental Hygiene), Donald Neaman
(Electrical and Computer Engineering), Elizabeth Nielsen (Education), Peter Pabisch (Foreign
Languages & Literatures), Stephen Preskill (Education), Ed Reyes (Pharmacology), Howard
Schreyer (Mechanical Engineering), Fred Schueler (Philosophy), Sandra Schwanberg (Nursing),
Avarham Shama (Anderson Schools of Management), Scott Taylor (Law), Henry Trewhitt
(Communication & Journalism), Maurice Wildin (Mechanical Engineering), Sherman Wilcox
(Linguistics), Nancy Ziegler (Gallup), Gerald Weiss (Physiology)
Senators absent: James Boone (Anthropology), Judith Brillman (Emergency Medicine), Jane
Bruker (Gallup), Beverly Burris (Sociology), Anthony Cardenas (Spanish & Portuguese), Ernest
D~le (Pharmacy), Andrew Hsi (Pediatrics), Craig Kelsey (Education), Astrid Kodric-Brown
(Biology), Gloria Sarto (Obstretics & Gynecology), Kim Sorvig (Architecture & Planning), Holly
Waldron (Psychology)
E~cused absences: Patrick Gallacher (English), William Johnson (Biology), Beulah Woodfin
(Biochemistry)
.

1. APPROVAL OF AGENDA
!he agenda was adopted as presented. However, Senate President Llull asked for flexibility
m the reordering of agenda items if needed due to time constraints later in the meeting.
2• APPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES {JANUARY 23, 1996)
The summarized minutes for January 23, 1996 were approved as presented.
3· t,OST-TENURE REVIEW FINAL DRAFf

S~nate President Llull presented the post-tenure review final draft to the Senate for
d~sc~ssion and action. (The draft document was included in the Information Pac/re~
.
d~stnbuted to Senators at this meeting.) The document contained a new paragraph m S~ion
4· Annual Reviews (last paragraph), and modifications to Section 6: More Complete ReV1ews

I
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(second sentence). The new sections incorporated in the document are changes made by the
Post-Tenure Review Task Force together with the Senate Operations Committee at the
request of the Senate at its meeting on January 23. The revisions were requested for
clarification purposes of the issues being addressed.
Emeritus Professor Robert Sickels, Chair, and John Trotter, member, of the Post-Tenure
Review Task Force were available at this meeting for discussion of the post tenure review
document.
Senate President Llull presented the post-tenure review document for vote. He said if this
draft was approved by the Senate it would give the faculty the opportunity to review the
document and decide if they wanted to call a referendum. If the faculty calls a referendum,
the post-tenure review document will be voted on by the entire faculty, not just the Faculty
Senate.
Senators engaged in dialogue concerning clarification of the process to be used for annual
reviews of administrators and faculty.
Professor Trotter said a statement should be included in the post-tenure review document
that would clarify the policies for annual reviews of administrators that are unworkable
because of some specific characteristics of a unit, division or department. Senator Wildin
proposed the following amendment to the document, which was adopted by the Senate:
"The manner in which the chair and other administrators are reviewed shall be decided by an
~greement between the dean and tenured faculty in the unit, in a manner consistent with the
mtent of this document."
Senator Pabisch stated, again, his strong opposition to Section 4. Annual Reviews, in the
post-tenure review document. He said he finds annual reviews for faculty bureaucratic and
unnecessary, given that there are other documentation available such as Annual Supplements
to the Biographical Record, Salary Committees, etc.
Senator Block expressed concern with the references in the document to ". . . after a
reasonable timetable," and".. .after a reasonable period of time, . .." in Sections 6 and 7.
He objected to the time frames not being spelled out specifically in these sections. Chair
Robert Sickels responded that the wording was taken from the Policy on Academic Freedom
and Tenure.
Senator Geissman reported the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee is waiting on
the approval of the post-tenure review document to incorporate it into the ongoing revisions
of !he Facu_lty Handbook, they hope to do this by the end of the sem~ster. Senator .
Geissman, m responding to Senator Pabisch, said the post-tenure revtew document, by its
nature, will always be filled with imponderables and wrapped in contention. He said the
Post-Tenure Review Task Force has completed its task, which began last spring, to create a
2
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document on post-tenure review. Senator Geissman stated it was now time for this
document to go to the faculty for their evaluation.
Senate President Llull said the document has been discussed and several amendments made
since November. He said the Senate should now vote on the final draft so it could go to the
faculty.
Following these discussions, the Senators voted 18-6 by a show of hands in favor of the
document on post-tenure review for faculty. The adopted amendments were:
I) The following paragraph in Section 4. Annual Reviews
Administrators who hold tenured faculty rank shall also be reviewed on the
performance of their faculty duties (teaching, research, service). The manner in
which the chair and other administrators are reviewed shall be decided by an
agreement between the dean and tenured faculty in the unit, in a manner consistent
with the intent of this document. Administrators who have no assigned faculty
duties within the department will not be reviewed under this policy.
2) The following sentence in Section 6. More Complete Reviews
One of two possible courses of action shall follow: I) the tenured faculty member
may request that the chair submit his or her findings to the other tenured faculty
members for consideration in a more complete review during the following year.
OR 2) If the faculty member does not request the review, the chair may initiate such
a review with the concurrence of 2/3 of the tenured faculty in the department. The
more complete review shall be similar to the mid-probationary review described in
the Handbook, ...
The post-tenure review document will now be sent to the faculty for their review in the next
ten days. If the faculty decides to call a referendum (by 5% faculty petition) regarding the
document on post-tenure review, it will be voted on by the entire faculty.
4• ISSUES FOR THE TEACHING ENHANCEMENT COMMITTEE REGARDING
.tOST-TENlJRE REVIEW PRESENTED BY GORDON HODGE, CHAffi
Profes~~ Gordon Hodge, Chair, Teaching Enhancement Committee was present to ~scuss
the additional recommendations to the faculty listed on page 4 of the post-tenure reVIew
document.

~hair Hodge said the Teaching Enhancement Committee has been. disc~ssin~, for a long
time, how to improving teaching evaluations at UNM. This committee 1s asking the Senate
:o charge it with developing a uniform policy for facul~ teaching evalu~tions and .
nhancement. They are ready to give the Senate some ideas on how to unplement this
PrOCedure.

3

Chair Hodge said the committee has discussed having a teaching portfolio for every faculty
member. The faculty member's portfolio would include a variety of different sources of
information relating to their teaching. The information contained in the portfolio could then
be used by the faculty member, the department, and others to evaluate how that individual is
doing with respect to their teaching. The information could then be used for evaluation
purposes, and for enhancement of the faculty member's teaching efforts as well.
Chair Hodge said if there is to be a procedure in which faculty are to be evaluated and
expected to improve, then they should be provided with some method to assist them in
enhancing or improving their teaching. There are a variety of resources available at UNM
from which to obtain help, encouragement or enhancement for teaching efforts. He asked
the Senate to also consider asking the Teaching Enhancement Committee to develop a plan
to bring all these diverse resources together, so that faculty know who to call and where to
go to get this kind of assistance.
There was some discussion on how a portfolio process would be used for faculty
accountability. Some Senators expressed concern with a system that would have numerical
values associated with faculty teaching.
After discussion, the Senate voted unanimously to charge the Teaching Enhancement
Committee with developing a uniform faculty teaching evaluation and enhancement
procedure.
(At this point, in the meeting, agenda item #7 (Form C's) was moved to position #5.)
5· FORM C'S FROM THE CURRICULA COMMl'l"I'EE PRESENTED BY (SENATE

PRESIDENT LLULL) FOR HENRY SHAPIRO, CHAIR
The Faculty Senate approved the following curricular requests from the Curricula
Committee:
' minor degree name change- Master of Business Administration (Anderson Schools of
Management)
• minor degree name change- Policy & Planning Concentration (Anderson Schools of
Management)
' new degree/new major-B.A Major: Media Arts (Media Arts Program)
' deletion of minor-Minor in Television Production (Media Arts Program)
' re~sion of existing minor-Minor in Media Arts (Media Arts Program)
.
' ~nor program revision-B.A. Languages Major (Foreign Language~ and L1~eratures)
' nunor program revision-B.B.A. Entrepreneurial Studies Concentration (Pohcy and
Planning Area-Anderson Schools)
' deletion of degree-A.S. in Pre-Engineering (School of Engineering)

4
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6. REPORT FROM THE CORE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE PRESENTED BY
CHARLES STEEN.CHAIR

Professor Charles Steen, Chair, Core Curriculum Committee presented revisions to the basic
structure of the core curriculum proposal for UNM. The changes and additions were made as
a result of meetings with the colleges regarding the courses offered in the core curriculum.
Some revisions reflect, in part, the change in the Provost's office. The current Provost is
more interested in stating the values inherent in education, whereas, the previous provost was
much more interested in skills. The Core Curriculum Task Force found that skills were
simply values written a little differently. When addressing the issue of values gained within
the specific freshman experience a broader range was more applicable. The content in terms
of specifics became less important. The core curriculum will encourage the development of
students early in their career along with involving them in a variety of methodological and
analytical courses in humanities, social studies, math and languages.
The Core Curriculum Task Force feels UNM should not be like a two-year school. The
task force feels that UNM should have core curriculum course offerings and insist on
students taking those offerings. Students would be significantly different after mastering
these courses than if they went to a standard two-year community college. lfUNM builds
u!'°n its strengths, a student at the end of their 2 years or 4 years should be substantially
different than a student who has simply acquired hours.
The Core Curriculum Task Force hopes that by making a firm, freshman, (or first semester
sophomore) program, that relates to what high school students have been required to do for
admission to UNM, it will appeal to the better students coming out of high schools. UNM
should be able to increase its share of the high school students in New Mexico based not only
on low tuition, but the quality of the program that can be offered to them immediately.
Although this program is aimed for high school students, it is acknowledged that many of
lJNM• s best students are transfer or returning students. When the advising component is
addressed , necessary adjustments will be made for transfer and returning students.

~h~ Steen said it is hoped students will gain ability in a variety of fields spelled out by the
:sions ~thin. the core curriculum. Objectives are to building writing, lan~age, and .
~hematics skills, and to train students in various thought processes. He said courses m
social studies; physical, natural and behavioral sciences; humanities; and fine arts prod .
students through a variety of self-selected courses. The courses will develop studen~s m
terms of critical analytical thinking, reasoning, and gives them a broader comprehension of
understanding on vanous
.
sub.~ects.

The
e ore Curriculum Task Force recommends the core courses be taken ·m an order wrub·
c is
?propriate for an educated person or for a degree program that is coherent and m~gful ..
t is recommended when students take courses that are appropriate within a core later m therr
:llege ~eer that the courses be taken as upper division courses. The students would be.
th thetr same cohort group, and intellectually challenged on the basis of where they are m
5
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their college performance at the time. Lower division courses should be for beginning
students.
Another recommendation from the task force is that students be encouraged to take the core
courses in tandem, and that there be more interdepartmental cooperation in terms of course
offerings and shared classes. The same values and abilities sponsored by courses makes a
coherent and meaningful program for students. It is recommended that the core courses be
made prerequisites to entering degree granting programs whenever possible, with the proviso
that they can be subject to modification by advisors who are in tune with this particular
program and its particular goal.
The task force has been very concerned over the fact that too many of the courses at the
lower division level are taught by staff. Courses at the lower division level should be
unimpeachable. All of the values of a research institution should be offered to freshman
students as they are offered to graduate students. These courses should be at the highest
level in terms of content and how the student is exposed to the subject.

Chair Steen pointed out that advisement in the colleges/schools and departments will be
~ritical in implementing this curriculum in order to identify problems early and get students
mto remedial programs that exist on campus and into remedial classes that exist at TVI, if
necessary. It is recommended that UNM seriously undertake an expanded role in terms of
ad~sing students. Departments have to start assisting the Office of Undergraduate Studies in
therr advising. The advising of students in their sophomore year must become more
department oriented and more specific to the student.
The task force recommends that a review of the structure of lower division courses be
undertaken. Many of the courses have not been redefined, or even reconsidered, in 25 or 30
Years. The evolution in the science courses has been more complete, but the courses in
humanities or social studies have not. Chair Steen said this is an opportunity not to change
:he CO~tent of the courses, but to change the way in which they are ~ffered. H~ said there is
growmg concern in the legislature for student outcome competencies evaluations.

Chair Steen asked Senators if they felt there should be a faculty forum to discuss
·
core
curriculum issues or whether discussions should take place in the departments. He said he
~ ~ged for a student forum through ASUNM. He also asked Senators for their general
PUUons on the content of the core curriculum.
Open discussion was held on the recommended core curriculum and its course requirements.
There Were mixed
·
· some core course reqwremen
·
ts ·m
reactions from Senators regardmg

:i~ematics, humanities, foreign languages, and fine arts. Courses listed in !11e core .
· TncuJum which received criticism from some senators included: two remedial courses listed
: the ~thematics requirements; arts and humanities courses ~sted together unde!
lllanittes; the foreign languages requirements, and the exclusion of the two foreign
6
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language courses taught in linguistics.
One senator was concerned that notes were not being taken by Chair Steen on the debate
being held on the core curriculum issues presented by Senators at this meeting. The senator
wanted to be sure that comments from Senators were being noted.
Chair Steen reassured the senator that Senators comments will be taken into consideration as
they have been in the past. After his last presentation, substantial changes were made based
upon feedback received from Senators.
President Llull said Chair Steen's report on the core curriculum at this meeting was intended
to be presented as an informational item, not an in-depth discussion. He said he would like
to see the issues being brought up by Senators discussed at a campus-wide forum.
Senator Luger's general comment regarding the core courses was that he was appalled by the
mediocrity and the level of some of the core courses, mentioning mathematics. He proposed
that 1) the core curriculum be looked at in term of competencies, 2) some of the
competencies be pushed down to the high school level or encourage them to be taken at TVI,
and 3) core competencies should be 300-level courses, not remedial high school courses.
Chair Stein stated a lot of the core courses are not remedial or high school level. He said,
ther~ will, however, always be a place for lower division courses. The core curriculum must
~ ~ed at the lower division course levels, anticipating that the departments will ensure that
tndivtdual degrees are going to be at the highest possible level.
At this point, Senate President Llull said a lot of issues have been raised at this meeting. He
asked the Senate if they would like to continue discussing these issues, placing this discussion
as a priority item on the agenda for the Senate's next meeting. Possibly, an open forum will
be held soon.
The Senate agreed to discuss core curriculum issues further at its next meeting on March 5·
' A_NNODNCEMENTS - SENATE PRESIDENT
• 1?e ~ 0 mmittee on Governance is addressing various faculty and governance issues
Within the context of revising the Faculty Handbook.
.
.
• Se~tors whose terms carry over next year and are interested m bemg an officer should
~etition the Committee on Governance. Faculty members who have served as senators
10 the past and are interested in becoming an officer should consider running for the
, senate within their college or at-large.
The Faculty Senate requests that alternate senators be elected by colleges/schools for
continuity.
• Committee preference letters to faculty were mailed out early this year. Approximately
290 responses have been received thus far. The deadline for receipt of committee
7
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8.

preference forms to the Office of the University Secretary is February 23, 1996.
Membership appointments to Faculty Senate committees will be made by April.
The Senate Operations Committee has been operating with a reduction in its
membership due to Senator Woodfin's hip replacement surgery, and to Senator Kane's
resignation from the Faculty Senate.
Provided a brief legislative update on some issues concerning UNM.

HONORARY DEGREE NOMINATIONS PRESENTED BY PROFESSOR
VIRGINIA SEISER, CHAIR, SENATE GRADUATE COMMITTEE

Upon the recommendation of Virginia Seiser, Chair, Senate Graduate Committee, the
Faculty Senate approved two honorary degree nominations. Names of nominees are
confidential and they will not be released until the nominees have been notified and accept the
honor.
9.

NEW BUSINESS

There was no new business to come before the Faculty Senate at this time.
10. ADJOURNMENT.
The meeting adjourned at 5: IO p.m.

Respectfully submitted by:

1r1 at0 +VlUi JJ OfJv
Mari A. Ulibarri
Office of the University Secretary

A~

~ov":<1 by: ~&ov

Vivian Valencia
University Secretary

8
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CORE CURRICULUM: DISCUSSION DRAFT
WRITING AND COMMUNICATION (Required: three courses, with two from English.)
ENGLISH 101 (3)
Composition l : Exposition
ENGLISH 102 (3)
Composition ll: Analysis and Arguement
ENGLISH 219 (3)

TechincaJ Writing
ENGLISH 220 (3)
Expository writing (intermediate)
COMMUNICATION 130 AND 130L (1 and 2)
Public speaking
LINGUISTICS 101 (3)
Introduction to the study oflanguage

FOREIGN LANGUAGE (Required: one or two courses)
Any 100 or 200 level courses in the Departments of
Spanish and Portugese or Foreign Languages and

Literature.
CLASSICS 107 (3)
Greek Mythology
CLASSICS 204 (3)
Greek Civilization
CLASSICS 205 (3)
Roman Civilization

~MPARATIVELITERATURE223 (3)

Literary Questions
C_O MPARATIVE LITERATURE 224 (3)
Literary Questions
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE 260 (3)
Introduction to Methodology

HUMANITIES (Required: three courses, one of which must be from Fine Arts)
ART 101 (3)
Introduction to Art
ART 201 (3)
History of Art to the Renaissance
ART 202 (3)
History of Art since the Renaissance
DANCE 105 (3)
Dance appreciation

ENGLISH 150 (3)
Literature (topics).

WSTORY 101 (3)
Western Civilization to 1648
WSTORY 102 (3)
Western Civilization since 1648

FILM/l'V 210 (3)
Introduction to Film
MUSIC 139 (3)
Mucic Appreciation
MUSIC 140 (3)

Music Appreciation (discrete courses)

PHILOSOPHY 101 (3)
Introduction to Philosophical Problems

PHILOSOPHY 111 (3)
Humanities
PHILOSOPHY 112 (3)
Humanities
PHILOSOPHY 156 (3)
Introduction to Logic and Critical Thinking
~~IGION 107 (3)

L1vmg World Religions
THEATER 122 (3)
Introduction to Theater
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PHYSICAIJNATURAL SCIENCES (Required:two courses)
BIOLOGY 110 AND 112L 4
Biology for Non-Majors
BIOLOGY 121L (4)
Principles of Biology
BIOLOGY 122L (4)
Principles of Biology
BIOLOGY 123L (4)
Biology for Health Related Sciences and Non-Majors
CHEMISTRY 105 AND 107L (4)
Chemistry for Non-Technical Majors
CHEMISTRY 111L(4)
Elements of General Chemistry.

CHEMISTRY 121L (4) and 122L (4)
General Chemistry
CHEMISTRY 131L (4)
Principles of Chemistry
CHEMISTRY 132L (S)
Principles of Chemistry
EPS 101 AND lOSL (4)
Physical Geology and Lab
PHYSICS 102 AND 112L (4)
Introduction to Physics and Lab
PHYSICS 151 (3) AND 1S3L (1)
General Physics and Laboratory
PHYSICS 152 (3) AND 154L (1)
General Physics and Laboratory
PHYSICS 160 (3)
General Physics
PHYSICS 161 (3)
General Physics
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SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES (Required: two courses)
ANTHROPOLOGY 101 (3)

Introduction to Anthropology
ANTHROPOLOGY 108 (3)

Human ancestry
ANTHROPOLOGY 130 (3)

Cultures of the world
ANTHROPOLOGY 150 AND 150L. (4)

Evolution and Human Emergence
ECONOMICS 200 (3)

Principles of Macroeconomics
ECONOMICS 201 (3)

Principles of Microeconomic.
GEOGRAPHY 101 AND 105L (4)
Physical Geography and Lab
GEOGRAPHY 102 (3)

Human geography
POLITICAL SCIENCE 110 (3)
The Political World An introduction to politics
PO LITICAL SCIENCE 200 (3)
An introduction to American politics

PSYCHOLOGY 105 AND 105L (4)

General Psychology
SO~IOLOGY 101 (3)

Baste concepts, topics and theories of sociology
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MATHEMATICS (Required: one course)
MATH 121 (3)
Algebra
MATH 123 (2)
Trigonometry
MATH 145(3)
Statistics
MATH 150 (3)
Advanced Algebra
MATH 162 (4)
Calculus I
MATH 163 (4)
Calculus II
MATH 180 (3)
Elements of Calculus I
MATH 181 (3)
Elements of Calculus II
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Name Chan~e for the Executive Master of Business Administration De~r~

Reason For ReQuest
Over the past 3 years the Anderson Schools have restructured their Executive Master of
Business Administration (EMBA) program and their Master of Business Administration
(MBA) program. The faculty of the Anderson Schools have recognized that the two
programs are now sufficiently comparable in terms of course requirements and content that
the designation "Executive• should be removed from the Executive Master of Business
Administration degree.

RCQuest
1.

The Anderson Schools request that the designation "Executive" be removed from the
Executive Master of Business Administration degree. With this change the Anderson
Schools would offer only one MBA but would do so in variety of different formats.
Currently the MBA is offered on a part-time or full-time format with day time and
evening classes. The EMBA would be redefined as an MBA for executives and
offered on an alternative weekend format.

a

2.

Given the iterative process of curriculum changes at the graduate level the Schools'
request a number of course title changes in the EMBA program to bring them into

line with the retitled courses in the new MBA program.

·

History of Chan~es in tlte EMBA and MBA pro~rams
The following summaries of the changes in the EMBA and MBA programs is intended to
dem?nstrate how these two programs have become comparable in terms of course
requirements and content.

Changes

.

to

the EMBA program were undertaken first and were as follows:

.

@

J .1
,JJ! ,_

Current EMBA Curriculum
MGT 700
MGT 701
MGT 702
MGT 703
MGT 704
MGT 705
MGT 706
MGT 707
MGT 708
MGT 720
MGT 722
MGT 726
MGT 728
MGT 751
MGT 798

Proposed EMBA Curriculum

Computer-based Info. Sys.
Management Science
Financial Accounting
Management Accounting
Organizational Economics I
Organizational Economics ll
Organizational Behavior I
Organizational Behavior II
Organizational Environment & Law
Operations Management
Marketing Management
Financial Management
International Management
Practicum
Integrative Seminar

TOTAL

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Retained (Number changed to 710)
Retained
Replaced by MGT 702 Fin. & Acct. Info.
Replaced by MGT 703 Mgt. Acct.
Retained
Dcl~ed
Retained
Retained (fitle & content revised)
Replaced by MGT 708 Eth. Pol. & Soc. Env
Retained
Retained
Retained
Retained
Retained
Added MGT 700 Management Perspectives
Added MGT 7@ Legal Environment
Added MGT 711 Mgt of Technology
Added MGT 712 Corporate Comm.

3
3
3
2·
3
0
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

TOTAL

SO

45

• The two credit hour courses MGT 703, 700, 7(1} and 712 are in fact 1.5 credit hour
equivalent. The University computer at registration cannot handle anything but whole
numbers. The EMBA is in fact equivalent to 48 credit hours.

I.

2.
3.

4.

s.
6.

7.

8.

9.

MGT 700 Computer-based Information Systems should be renumbered to MGT 710
Computer-based Information Systems (to achieve consistency in number sequence
with MBA curriculum).
MGT 700 Management Perspectives should be added as an introductory (1.5 credit
hours) cross-functional and perspectives course (C.1.1 and C.1.3.e)
MGT 702 Financial Accounting should be reduced to 1.5 credit hour emphasis on
financial accounting and expanded to 1.5 credit hour emphasis on managerial
accounting (Incorporating one-half of the material in MGT 703 Management
Accounting). The course should be retitled MGT 700 Financial and Accounting
Information (3 credit hours).
MGT 703 Management Accounting should be reduced to 1.5 credit hour emphasis on
.
managerial accounting.
MGT 705 Organizational Economics II should be dropped from the cumculum.
MGT 707 Organizational Behavior II should be reconfigured in content and title to
MGT 707 Organizational Innovation and Leadership (C.1.1; C.1.3.a, and C.1.3.e).
MGT 708 Organizational Environment should be replaced by two new courses: MGT
708 Ethical, Political and Social Environment (3 credit hours), and MGT 709 Legal

Environment (1.5 credit hours) (C.1.1).
MGT 711 Management of Technology should be added as a perspectives course
(C.1.1).
MGT 712 Corporate Communications (1.5 credit hours) should be added as the
communications class (C.1.3.c}.
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The following changes were then made to the MBA:
C!Jrr,nt MBA Cyrri~ulum
MGT 501
MGT 502
MGT 503
MGT 504
MGT50S
MGT 506
MGT 508
MGT 509
MGT 510
MGT 520
MGT 522
MGT 526
MGT 528
MGT 598

frQpQsed MBA Curri~!Jlym

Statistical Analysis for Mgt.
Decisions
Accounting & Info Systems I
Accounting & Info Systems II
Organizational Economics I
Organizational Economics n
Organizational Behavior I
Organizational Environment
Organizational Environment-Law
Introduction to Info. Pro.
Operations Management
Marketing Mgt.
Finance Mgt.
International Mgt.
Seminar in Gen. Mgt.
Approved Elective (any area)
Electives

3

Retained (Skiltsr

3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Retained (Core)
Retained (lntegrative/C.F .)
Retained (Core; Title revised)
Dropped as requirement (Title revised)
Retained (Core; Title & content revised)
Retained (Persp.; Title revised)
Retained (Persp.; Title revised)
Retained (Skills)
Retained (lntegrative/C.F.)
Retained (Core)
Retained (Core)
Retained (Core)
Retained (lntegrative/C. F.; Title revised)
Added MGT 511 Mgt. of Tech.
& Comp. Mkt. (Persp.)
Approved Elective

3
3
3
3
3.
3
3
3
3
3
3

ll
TOTAL

60

TOTAL

·skills=C.1.3.c requirement
Core = C.1.3.a requirement
lntegrative/C.F. = C.1.3.e requirement on integration/cross-functional courses
Persp. = C.1.1 requirement on perspectives forming context for business
1. MOT 504 Organiz.ational F.conomics should be retitled Microeconomics for Managers to
meet core (C.1.3.a) requirement.
2. MOT 505 Organiz.ational F.conomics n should be dropped as a core requirement and
revise its title to Macroeconomics for Managers.
3. MOT 506 Organiz.ational Behavior I should be reconfigured in title and content to MGT
506 Organiz.ational Behavior and Diversity to meet core (C.1.3.a) and
perspectives (C.1.1) requirement.
4· MOT 508 Organiz.ational Environment should be retitled to Ethical, Political & Social
Environment to meet perspectives (C.1.1) requirement.
·
5 · MOT 509 Organiz.ational Environment--Law should be retitled Legal Environment of
Management to meet perspectives (C.1.1) requirement.
.
6· MOT 511 Management of Technology and Competitive Markets added as a perspectives
(C.1.1) course.
7· MGT 598 Seminar in General Management should be retitled Strategic Management
8·
Electives (15 hours) dropped as a requirement for the MBA degree. .
9·
Students must complete 48 hours of non-waived graduate course work in order to
receive a degree.
10. Students may waive up to 42 hours. Up to 12 hours may be taken outside Anderson
Schools of Management. A maximum of 6 hours may be taken at the undergraduate

(!j)
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3
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level which are approved for graduate credit (the required 6 hours of approved
Business or non-business approved elective cannot be waived) subject to the
following:

Summary of EMBA Curriculum

Summary of MBA Curriculum
Code

Title

Cbr

Code

Chr

Title

MGT 501

Statistical Analysis for Decision
Malcing

3

MGT 700

Management Perspectives

3

MGT 502

Accounting & Info Systems I

3

MGT 701

Stats & Management Science

3

MGT 503

Accounting & Info Systems II

3

MGT 502

Accounting & Info Systems

3

MGT 504

Microeconomics for Managers

3

MGT 703

Strategic Cost Mgmt & Control

2

MGT 506

Organizational Behavior &
Diversity

3

MGT 704

Organizational Economics I

3

MGT 508

Ethical, Political & Social
Environment

3

MGT 706

Organizational Behavior I

3

MGT 509

Legal Env of Management

3

MGT 707

Org Innovation & Leadership

3

MGT 510

Introduction to Info Processing

3

MGT 708

Ethical, Political & Social
Environment

3

MGT 511

Mgt of Technology & Competitive.
Markets

3

MGT 709

Legal Environment of Mgt

2

MGT 520

Operations Management

3

MGT 710

Computer Based Information
Systems

3

MGT 522

Marketing Management

3

MGT 711

Management of Technology

3

MGT 526

Financial Management

3

MGT712

Corporate Communications

2

MGT 528

International Management

3

MGT 720

Operations Management

3

Strategic Management

3

MGT 722

Marketing Management

3

MGT 726

Financial Management

3

MGT 528

International Management

3

MGT 798

Integrative Seminar

3

MGT 751

Practicum

3

~

MGT 598
~

.....

-

6

Approved Electives
TOTAL

48

@

TOTAL

so
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· Management Information Systems

The marked growth in the sophistication
,of computer technology in the recent
past has had a dramatic impact on the
way in which businesses manage information. Consequently. there is now a
new demand for managers who can
design and implement computer-based
systems to support decision making and
communications within an organization.
Students with a concentration in
Management Information Systems
acquire knowledge of the technical basis
of computer science. as well as of
computer hardware, software. and
programming languages.
Courses in Management

Information Systems

Information System Design (460)
Data Analysis for Management (462)
Applied General Systems Theory (530}
Multivariate Analysis for Administrative
Science (531)
Simulation (532)
Quantitative Analysis for Svstem
Planning (533)
·
Management of Information Systems
(534)
Information System Analysis (535)
Data Base Management Systems (537)
Man~ment Information Systems
Design Applications (538)
Decision Support Systems (539)
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Marketing Management
Marketing ~anagement invol\'es assessing the needs of consumers and determining ways in which to provide goods
and services to meet those needs in a
competitive manner. With both a
creative and quantitative approach to
marketing research and strategy. and an
understanding of the relationship
between marketing and organizational
growth. l\1arketing ~1anagement
students are prepared for careers in
product management. advertising,
market research, strategy. retail and
industrial marketing. and sales.
Courses in Marketing
Management
Marketing Research II (482)
Distribution Systems Management l486)
Buyer Behavior (580)
Research for Marketing Management
(581'
Strategic Marketing Planning (582)
International \1arketing Management
(583)
Sales Management (584}
Industrial Marketing Management (586)
Marketing Communications
Management (587)
Marketing for Nonprofit Organizations
(589)
Operations and Management
Science
The Operations and Management
Science concentration addresses the
application of statistics and mathematics
to managerial decision making. Through
the use of simulation modeling.
forecasting models. and optimization
techniques, Operations and
Management Science students are able
to apply analytic and modeling
techniques to a wide range of problems
facing modern businesses.

Courses in Operations and
Management Science
Intermediate Operations Research
Models for Management (436)
Operations Analysis and Decision
Models (439)
Production and Inventory Management
(521)

Cases in Operations ~lanagement (5~4)
Management of Quality (525)
Strategy and Technology in
Manufacturing (52i)
Intermediate Operations Research (529)
Applied General Systems Theory (530)
Multivariate Analysis for Administrative
Science (531)
Simulation (532)
Quantitative Analysis for System .
Planning (533)
Policy and Planning
All functional areas of a business
organization are encompassed in the
Policy and Planning concentration. This
concentration addresses the kinds of
decisions usually made at the corporate
level of an organization. including goal
setting, risk assessment. corporate
image. organizational structures. planning and control systems. and resource
allocation. Students with a background
in Policy and Planning have the knowledge to make strategic decisions about
the operation and future of an
organization.

Courses in
Policy and Planning
Seminar in Small Business (495)
Seminar in Venture Capital for Small
Business (496)
Industrial Organizational Economics
(553)
Public Control of Business (554)
Urban Economics and Social Welfare
(555)
Seminar in Organizational Economics
(557)
Seminar in Corporation and Society
(558)
Technological Entrepreneurship (559)

I'
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OperatioM Research and
Production Management (520)
Asurvey of the use of quantitative
methods and models in the design and
control of operating systems. Emphasis
is on understanding operational
problems and quantitative models in
operations research.

Marketing Management (522)
Analysis of the marketing effort and
decision-making process in private. notlor-profit. and public institutions. Normative models for decision making in
different marketing situations. Analytical
tools available for appraising, diagnosing.
organizing. planning. and implementing
marketing plans. Analyses of economic.
social, and political forces leading to
change in the market place. Develoir
ment of concepts useful in evaluating
marketing situations. including the
international setting.

Financial Management (526)
The finance function and its relation to
~her functions of the firm. Topics
include: analysis and budgeting of funds.
management of current assets. financing
shon-term and intermediate-term needs
pla~ning long-term debt policy and
·
capual structure. capital costs and
bud°"r
. valuation.
:,~ mg, d"1v1"de}ld policy,
mergers. and acquisition.

~trn~tional Management (528)
Iraeor~ical foundatio~s a~d conceptual
!Tle\\orks for analyzing international
ma~agement problems in diverse international· · ·
. mstJtuhons. Analysis of foreign
en~ironments within which multinat1onaJ
orgamzations
· .
.
operate· survey of
various d.1
·
.
·
. mens1ons of international
OJ>erations·• a.." ·areness of differences
.
in
management practices around the world.

Seminar in General
Mana,ement (S98•
S
}"Sterns..o •
• .,
i>lan . nented, interfunctional
case
administration. Use of
organ· ~ and projects in a variety of
decis·IZahons 10 develop administrative
rr.. iot_~making skills in strategic and
~ra IOna) pl
·
annmg and control.

::.and
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Areas of
Concentration
Students at the Anderson Graduate
School of Management have the
opportunity to select an area of
concentration to meet their career goals
and interests. as follows:
Accounting
Tax Accounting
Financial Management
General Management
Human Resources Management
International Management
International Management in Latin
America
Management Information Systems
Marketing Management
Operations and ~anagement Science
Policy and Planning
Complete course descriptions begin
on page 16 .

Accounting and Tax Accounting
The accounting concentration provides
students with an understanding of how
accounting information is collected and
used in decision making by managers.
The area of managerial accounting
addresses the use of accounting information for measuring performance, and
for planning and control within the
organization. Included are the study of
budgeting, price setting, bidding
processes. cost determinations, and
performance analyses.
Financial accounting is the study of
external reporting. and of the
relationships between the organization,
its shareholders. and the public.
The Tax Accounting concentration
emphasizes concepts and applications of
income tax and how they affect business
policies and decision making.
A concentration in Accounting or Tax
Accounting prepares students for careers
in a variety of areas. including corporate
controllership, management consulting,
public accounting, auditing, and tax
planning, as well as to meet the requirements for the CPA or CMA examinations.

'-UW ~ u1 nt..:\.uw1u11K ru1u IAA

Accounting
Income Tax Accounting I (342)
Income Tax Accounting II (343)
\tanagerial and Cost Accounting (346)
Legal Concepts for Accountants (348)
Financial Accounting Ill (440)
Auditing (443)
Accounting for Not-for-Profit
Organizations (444)
Contemporary Accounting Topics (445)
Accounting Information Systems (449)
Financial Accounting II {540)
Advanced Accounting Theory and
Practice (541)
Seminar in Personal Tax Planning (542)
Seminar in Business Tax Planning (543)
Advanced Auditing (544)
Seminar in Accounting Theory and
Its Development (545)
Seminar in Controllership (546)
Tax Research, Procedures. Compliance.
and Practice (547)
Seminar in International Accounting
(5-18)
Seminar in Managerial Control (549)
Professional Accounting (550)
financial Management

Financial management is the function in
an organization which is responsible for
acquisition and management of funds
for the firm. including the assessment of
investment and capital budgeting alternatives. Career opportunities for students with a concentration in Financial
Management are found in banks and
trust companies. investment houses.
insurance companies, and financial
planning and consulting firms.

Courses In
Financial Management

Analysis of the Financial System (570)
Security Analysis and Investment
Management (571)
Financial Planning and Capital
Budgeting (572)
Seminar in Management in Financial
Institutions (573)
Seminar in International Financial
Management (574)
Seminar in Finance (575)
Seminar in Cash Management (577)
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Human Resources Management
People are perhaps the most critical
resource a business has. and effective
utilization of employee capability is the
focus of the concentration in Human
Resources Management. Evaluating the
needs of an organization. finding people
to fill those needs. and providing an
optimal environment conducive to high
levels of motivation and performance
are all aspects of the human resources
function in a business.

Courses in Hwnan Resources
General Management

AGeneral ~lanagement concentration
allows students to select their elective
courses from a variety of areas. Students
choosing this concentration receive an
overview of the functions and responsibilities of the general manager. including
formulation and implementation of
policy within an organization. strategic
planning, leadership, and high-level
decision making. Career opportunities in
general management exist in varied
organizations in the public, private, or
not.for-profit sectors.

Courses 1n

General Management
Students select five courses, one from
each_ of at least four areas, from the
ollenngs beginning on page 16.

Management
Labor Arbitration and Collective
Bargaining (464)
Labor Law (465)
Advanced Concepts and Problems in
Organizational Behavior (466)
Seminar in Cross-Cultural
Organizational Behavior (560)
Interpersonal Dynamics (561)
Organizational Design and
Development (562)
Human Resources Management: Theory
and Applications I (563)
Seminar in Administrative Theory and
Decision Making (565)
Human Relations Laboratory (566)
Women in Management (56i)
Creative Leadership and Innovative
Organizations (568)
Seminar in Organizational
Communication (569)

International Management and
International Management in
Latin America
The International Management concentration focuses on the issues faced by
organizations doing business in an
international market. Managers must be
able to understand economic. political,
financial and social dynamics and
systems of various nations. They must
also be able to communicate in crosscultural settings. and must be aware of
the cultural differences faced by their
organization.

I IIICI II Q llV I IQI l\ldll<1gt'lllt' nt sruaems
with a concentration in Latin America
select a program of courses with a Latin
American emphasis, offered both within
the Anderson Schools as well as in other
departments at the University. See also
the MBA/ MA in Latin American Studies
program. page 7 .
Careers with consulting firms. financial institutions, public organizations.
and private manufacturing firms, as well
as with government agencies are all
options for students of International
\1anagement.

Course.,in
International Management
Seminar in International Accounting
(548)
Seminar in International Financial
\fanagement (574)
International Marketing Management
(583)

Management in Latin America (595)
International Management Seminar
(59i)
General Management of International
Operations (599)
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The Uninrsil)' of l'iew ~lexirn
Media Arb Pro:;ram
Fine Ans Ccnh:r. Room 1-n I
Albuqnc:rqne. NM 87131- 1.~Yti
Telephone: 1505> ~77-6262
FAX t505l 277-631~

COVER LETTER

September, 1995
To Whom It May Concern:
I wish to introduce briefly the paperwork attached.

The Media Arts Program in the College of Fine Arts proposes to
offer both an undergraduate major and a new minor in Media Arts.
At the same time we propose to delete both the present minor in
television production and the one in film studies, neither of
which adequately reflects our current curricular practice. _
Fur~h~r, we request approval of the Media Arts Program as an
official academic unit authorized to offer a major.
The attached paperwork has been approved in recent months by
relevant administrators and curriculum committees in the College
of Fine Arts. The paperwork also reflects values and goals ,
related to the study of film and video in the context of art and
culture, agreed upon by the Media Arts Development Conunittee , and
approved by the College of Fine Arts faculty , in 1990-91.
the paperwork explains, our proposal entails no new costs,
~ince sufficient personnel, both faculty and staff, are already
in place; moreover
the courses we propose already are being
offered, though often under old course numbers and titles.
A~

1

hope you will let me know if I can provide more information.

Si;i;.ly,

Ira J a f ~ ~
Head, Media Arts
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The Uniwrsily of New ~Jc:xico
Mniia Arts Pro~rJm
Fine: Ans Cc:nter. Room ~.JJ I
Albuquerque:. NM 871 JI - I .1%
Tclc:phonc: (5051 ~77-6~ti~
FAX (5051 ~77-631.J

September, 1995
To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing in regard to changes we propose in the minor in
television production and the minor in film studies.
We are deleting the television production minor because it is not
consistent with the present emphasis of the Media Arts Program.
The reasons are: 1) we now emphasize video and film as art,
whether presented on broadcast television, in a museum, or in
another venue. Second, we emphasize the area of history,
criticism, and theory of film and video in relation to art and
culture more than we do the area of production.
Also, we are revising the film studies minor. Instead, we will
have the minor in Media Arts. The minor in Media Arts utilizes
the new configuration of courses for the major in Media Arts; in
addition, while emphasizing courses in history, criticism, and
theory, the minor in Media Arts allows the student one more
course in production than did the film studies minor.
I~ add~tion to the requirements for the new major an? the new
min~r in Media Arts, the description of the new curriculum, and
an introductory philosophical statement, attached.is a.copy from
the c~r:ent UNM catalog of requirements for the ~nor in.
television production and the minor in film studies we wish to
Phase out.

~~

Ira Jaffe
Head, Media Arts

@
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~IEDIA ARTS
Ira Jaffe, Head
The University of New l\Iexico
Media Arts Program, FAC Room 2431
Albuquerque,~ 87131-1396
(505) 277-6262/Fax: (505) 277-6314

Professor
Ira Jaffe, Ph.D., University of Southern California

Assistant Professor
Scott Bukatman, Ph.D., New York University

Lecturer
Susan Dever, M.A .. Occidental College

Fees
Course fees support film and video rentals in history and criticism courses and the purchase,
maintenance, and replacement of equipment used in film and video production courses.

INTRODUCTIO~
The Media Arts Program in the College of Fine Arts is dedicated to the study and practice of film
~ video as art. In the hope of understanding and enhancing the immense role of film and video
m the modem world, the program offers the student a broad foundation in the purposes of art and
culture. Although one may study film and video for commercial purposes with linle commitment
to artistic and cultural standards, in the Media Arts Program, as in the College of Fine Arts,
aesthetic criteria prevail.
Media Arts students establish ties to disciplines in Arts and Sciences as well as in Fine Arts. One
reason is that a number of disciplines contribute to current practices in the history, criticism, and
theory of the media arts. These disciplines include cultural and literary theory, critical analysis
of the visual and performing arts, philosophy, psychology, and political theory.
Furthermore, the Media Arts Proeram fosters in the srudent an outlook that is international as well
as interdisciplinary. ~Iajor films ~ise in every region of the globe. To learn about these films is
to explore diverse cultures. The ~1edia Arts curriculum includes courses devoted to various
national and regional cinemas. Here and in other courses, the Media Arts Program seeks to
collaborate with other academic units that have strong transculrural interests.
Students who major in Media Arts are expected to maintain a grade-point average in the major
of 3.0. More details about the major in Media Arts follow.
1
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MAJOR STUDY REQUIREi\-IENTS
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ~IEDIA ARTS
1.

Courses outside the major:
A.

48 hours selected from courses offered by departments of the College of Arts and
Sciences, including general education requirements. (See Fine Arts Graduation
Requirements 6.) These 48 hours include as many hours in one foreign language
as are necessary to complete the fourth semester course in that language.

48

and

B.

18 hours selected from at least two other disciplines in the College of Fine Arts
(An History, An Studio, Fine Arts, Music, Theatre, Dance; up to 6 hours from
the School of Architecture and Planning may be included).
Of the total of 66 hours in a. and b., at least 15 will focus on a cultural,
psychological, or political perspective particularly significant in the history,
criticism, and theory of the media arts; these hours must be approved by the Media
Arts advisor. Possible focus areas include Latin American history, cultural
studies, political theory, psychoanalytical criticism, and avant-garde movements
in the arts. Various departments offer courses relevant to these focus areas. For
example, students may combine courses from American Studies, Anthropology,
Art and Art History, English, Foreign Languages and Literatures, History,
Philosophy. and Psychology.
and

C.

18

14 additional hours selected from courses outside Media Ans, offered by any
college, including Fine Arts.

li
2.

Courses in Media Arts:
A.

18 hours in history, criticism and theory: 210, 212, 326, 328, 331, and 428.

and
B.

80

18

9 hours in production courses from 111, 216, 217, 218, 390, 409, 429, and 496.
9
and

32
C.

21 hours in history, critic ism and theory electives from 110, 211, 330, 332, 41O,
412, 428, 433, 434, 435, 436, and 497.

ll
48

TOTAL

128

Students judged by the Media Arts faculty to be exceptionally promising in production may
substitute up to 6 hours in production courses for 6 hours in category C.

Minor in Media Arts
In addition to the major, Media Arts offers a minor. The requirements are as follows:
A.

6 hours in history, criricism, and theory: 210; and 326 or 328.
6
and

B.

12 hours in history, criticism, and theory from 110, 211, 212, 330, 331, 332, 410,
412, 428, 433, 434, 435, 436, and 497.
12

and

C.

6 hours in production courses from 111,216,217,218,390,409,429, and 496 .

.i
24
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MEDIA ARTS
History, Criticism, and Theory Courses
As indicated above, a number of disciplines contribute to current practices in the h.istory, criticism
and theory of the media ans. These disciplines include cultural and literary theory, critical
analysis of the visual and performing arts, philosophy, psychology and political theory. The
Media Arts student learns to develop an interdisciplinary approach. Toward this end, requirements
for the major include the concentrations in Fine Arts and in Arts and Sciences listed in la. and
lb. above (in the description of courses outside Media Arts required for the major in Media Arts).

In addition to the following courses in Media Arts, other departments occasionally offer courses
in film, video or television. For example, the Department of American Studies, the Department
of Foreign Languages and Literature, and the Department of Spanish and Portuguese at times offer
courses in film or television in relation to culture and society. When appropriate courses of this
sort are offered, they may count toward the major in Media Arts with the permission of the Media
Arts faculty.

110. Introduction to :Mass Communication (3)
(Also offered as C&J 110.) The development of the mass media with emphasis on television in
the areas of programming, policy, regulations, economics, and technology. Examination of the
social, cultural, and political impact of the mass media on contemporary society.
210.

Introduction to Film (3)
~~ysis of film as a unique art, and a survey of main trends in film history. Screenings and
cntical study of major films. Will not count toward the major in art history or art studio. Course
fee required. 210 is prerequisite to 300- and 400-level Media Arts courses. (Fall, Spring)

211 •.. Film Comedy (3)
A critical study of the nature
fee required. (Fall, Spring)

of

.
comedy and laughter, with screenings of major works. Course

212:

Beyond Hollywood (3)
.
.
An. introduction to maroinalized
and Third World Cinemas, with screenings and d1scuss1ons of
Ill
0
a.Jor films. Course fee required. (Fall)
~ot~: Either 210 or permission of instructor is prerequisite to all courses 300-Jevel and above
history, criticism, theory, and to all production courses 200·1evel and above.

lJl

3~6· History of Film: The Silent Era. (3)
.
lii~tory of the motion picture from its beginnings to the era of sound. Screening and analysis of
Illa.Jor films. Prerequisite: 210 or permission of instructor. Course fee required. (Fall) .

327
328.

History of Film: The Sound Era. (3)

History of the motion picture from the advent of sound to the present day. Screening and analysis
of major films. Prerequisite: 326 plus 210, or permission of instructor. Course fee required.
(Spring)

330.

Studies in Film. (3).1

Studies in various types of film, including the Hollywood Musical and the Western. Studies also
in various regional and national cinemas, including cinema of Spain. Screening and analysis of
major films. Prerequisite: 210 or permission of instructor. Course fee required. (Fall)

331.

Film Theory. (3)

A lecture survey of major currents in film theory from film's beginnings to the present. Screening
and analysis of major films. Prerequisite: 210 or pennission of instructor. Course fee required.
(Fall)

332.

Documentary. (3)

History and theory of documentary, with emphasis on how this knowledge is applied in the
making of a documentary. Screenings of work by Robert Aaherty, Trinh T. Minh-ha, and others.
Prerequisite: 210 or pennission of instructor. Course fee required. (Spring)
*410. Latin American Cinema. (3)

·

This course surveys key moments in Latin American cinema including Mexico 's influential
"Golden Age" in the 1940s and various "new cinemas" of the '60s and '70s. Also considered are
Hollywood films that are about Latin America. Prerequisite: 210 or permission of instructor.
Course fee required. (Fall)

*412. "Third World" Cinemas: Cultures in Contact. (3)
Co?:idering cultures in (uneasy) contact, this course examines cinematic representations of
pohtical, economic, or social subordination and resistance to domination. Prerequisite: 212 plus
210, or permission of instructor. Course fee required. (Spring)
• 42~. Topics in Film. (3)A
Senu?a~ in various topics in the history, criticism, and theory of film and video. Prerequisite:
pemuss1on of instructor. Course fee required. (Spring)
• 433_ Film Noir. (3)

.

An examination of a distinct type of American film prominent in the 1940s and early '50s that
Often. d~als With crime, corruption, and disillusionment in the city. Prerequ1S1te: 210 or
pet1Jliss1on of instructor. Course fee required. (Fall)

•434. Teen Rebels (3)

An examination of Hollywood films of the 1950s, '60s, and '70s whose youthful main characters
chau:nge convention and authority. Prerequisite: 210 or permission of instructor. Course fee
required. (Spring)

@

328
*435. International Horror Film. (3)
A study of major horror films from various countries, with related readings in fiction, philosophy,
psychology, and film studies. Classics such as Nosferaty and Frankenstein are screened.
Prerequisite: 210 or pennission of instructor. Course fee required. (Fall)
*436. Science Fiction Film. (3)
The course examines the American science fiction film's exploration of space and of human
perception. Also considered are the implications in our technological age of science fiction's
representation and defonnation of the human body. Prerequisite: 210 or permission of instructor.
Course fee required. (Spring)
Independent Study. (2-3)a
Individual investigation or reading, plus the writing of an essay, under faculty direction.
Prerequisite: pennission of instructor. (Fall, Spring)
497.

597.

Independent Study. (2-3)a

Same as 497, but graduate level. Prerequisite: pennission of instructor. (Fall, Spring)
Production Courses.
111.

Technical Introduction to Video Production. (3)

111 is for the student who has no practical knowledge of video technology. Students learn about
the camera and lens, sound recordino
.:>• lightim!
.._, editim?,
- and other elements of production. Course

fee required. (Fall, Spring)

216. Field Production. (3hrs. to a maximum of 6) (3)a
2 16 strengthens students' skills in video technoloev while helping them to write, direct, and edit
video projects that begin to reflect a personal, ~istic vision. Prerequisite: 111 and 210, or
permission of instructor. Course fee required. (Fall)
217. Video Art in the Studio. (3 hrs. to a maximum of 6) (3)A
Stud~nts in this course learn to use the production studio as a tool of perso~al ~ is~ic expre~s~on.
Specific processes and techniques include single-camera work and the mtncac1es of ed1ung.
Prerequisite: 111 and 210, or permission of instructor. Course fee required. (Fall)
~I~. Guerrma yideo. (3 hrs. to a maximum of 6) .<~)a .
..
.
his course examines relations between broadcast telev1S1on, video art, poht1cs, and ideology.
Students jointly create video works that analyze or challenge the prevailing form and c?nt.ent of
~roadcast television and other dominant media. Prerequisire: 111 and 2 10, or penruss1on of
Instructor. Course fee required. (Spring)
390· . Elements of Filmmaking. (3 hrs. to a maximum of 9) (J) a

.

.

Practi~um in basic conceptual aspects of independent filmmaking. Each studen~ creates c~matic
work m this course. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Course fee required. (Spnng)

329
•409. Advanced Video Art. (3 hrs. to a maxi.mum of 6) (3)A

This class helps students to develop more complex artistic statements on video. Critiques of
student work, plus readings and discussions about various arts and media.
Prerequisite:
permission of instructor. Course fee required. (Spring)
•429. Topics in Production. (1-3)

Workshops in specific production topics conducted by guest artists in film and video as their
schedules permit. Prerequisite: 111 and 210, or permission of instructor. Course fee required.
(Fall, Spring)
496.

Student Production Project. (l-3)A

Prerequisite: permission of instructor. (Fall, Spring)
596.

Student Production Project. (l-3)A

Prerequisite: permission of instructor. (Fall, Spring)

@
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REASONS FOR REQUEST
The Media Arts Program requests formal recognition as an academic unit authorized to offer a
major. As the attached "Proposal for New Academic Unit" indicates, the Program bas existed
infonnally since 1989, and virtually all of the courses proposed for the major have already been
offered, a number of them since 1972. Both the proposed major and the new minor are intended
a) to clarify and formalize the current curriculum, which emphasizes the study and practice of film
and video as forms of art, and b) to allow students engaged in this curriculum to accomplish a
major or a minor. The previous minors, under the designation of Filmffelevision, are being
deleted as they do not amply reflect the current curricular emphasis. For more information,
please see the attached statements bearing on recognition and on requirements for the major and
new minor.

@
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BUDGETARY AND FACULTY LOAD IMPLICATIONS
Essentially there are no budgetary and faculty load implications, for our proposal primarily serves
to clarify course offerings that already exist, and to allow students in these courses to accomplish
a formal major or a minor. The full curriculum proposed here is already being offered within the
limits of our present budget and faculty.

332
P~oposal for New Ac2cemic Voit: The :vfccia A.r:s Progra
Summa:y State::1ent

\Ve propose that the ~fedia A.:~s Prog::-am ce recognized as a distinct academic
t:~H. The Program al:e2cy exists L~ fact: and as a-: express budg;!tary unit within the
Coilege of FL"le Arts. 'l\" o new fi.inding is requi.:ed for this cr.ange.
The Program \Vas formed L"'l 1989, coopr:sec of faculty ar:d courses in f!!m and
viceo that had exis~ec ii1 the Depanrr:ent of Thca:re A:ts (s:1bseque:1tly renal7!ed
Theatre anci Dance). Since 1989 the ~f;ecia A::s Program: reporting directly to the
Dean of tlie Colle~e of Fi.re A:ts, ~,c \.vith a::,Groval of the Fine .~s fac;.il!v, has
continued to offor a mir.or in critical s:i.ldies in fi!m and video as \Vell as a ruinor in
film/video procuctior:. Two fd!-ti1::e facdty h2ve left since 1989, a!:d r. .vo ne'-v ones
bxe beer; liired, along with a number of pan-tir;:e facuhy anc a new fall-time staff
r::~mber, \vho is the "De----~~n""..:.nt .\c'.m
i:"' i.:·r-::or."
---···-..I'-•'•
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t~ C .
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•
•
'
•
•
•
'
C
!!
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, ....
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easyto-:centify position in the l ~").! catalo~ of ccu:-ses, course s~hedules: ar1d related
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Oate:_ _Mar
__
c_h_ _, _19_9_5_ _ _ _ __
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2.
3.
,.
5.
6.

CIP CODE

Ira Jaffe
Head

7.
8.
9.
10.

~ a Arts Program

Cean of L t ·~, S~rv,c.es
c:R7 (Comi; & lnlom, Res & Te,c."i). if necessa:y
<:<>n~e Cumc;fum Comm. if necessary
C<>D~e 0< Sc"iool F~lry
C<>nege or Sd,ool Dean
FS Unde~raci.:ate Academic Affairs Comm. anc/or
F S Graduate Comm.
Office of Gracuate SIU6es (For grad. level char.;es}
FS Curricvla Commir.e.
VP of Acaderr.ic: Affairs
Faculr,, Senate
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This form is for _Mino_·
__r__
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__Te_l_e_v_i_s_i_o_n_Proo
___u_ct_i_o_n_ _
Hv.-. ol NN or ~•tn; ?rogram

This program is or would be located in c-..irrent catalog pa;e _ _
2_8_6__

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·I. Major Chan,e-Marl< appropriate cataso,y
Degree

New

Major
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D
D
D
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Minor
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Concentration
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G;ve exact title and requirements as
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existing degree
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existing minor
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D
D
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D
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I
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I

Attached (Previous minor no longer reflects curricular

i

emphasis of M:rlia Arts Program. )
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I
I
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Minor name chan,e of existing degree, major, miner, or concentration.----------:--:----------
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I
I
I
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Miner program revis;on (3-5 hours) Pleasa specify below:
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~
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· - - - - -5 --.-,.,--------
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yes, have you resolved these issues with department involved?
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(_Z~:
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FS Undergraduate Ac. Atf-a·-,rs----i~~.lJl.!'..!..!~:=:=---------and,1or FS Graduate Committee - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - -- - Office of Graduate Studies
~
FS Curricula Commirteei_:~/'~l~~::~~r:::::=-~=--=~~~===-=--==-==-====--=--Asscc. VP of Academic Affa1';_:__ _A,u.J:2~:::1..-=-W.:::..:•....!~~.=...!- - - - - - Faculty Senate-------------::;::;;;;;::---------

(ii)

Date: --,--,=-=--=-7'6'-<'-Date: __
Date: - - - - - - - Date;--- - - - - Date: --~-L.--- Dare:
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This form is for

Liean of l it ra-y Serv,c.es

2. GIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech). ii necessary
3. College Curriculum C-Omm. ii necessary
~. College or Sd'lool Faculty
S. College or Sdiool Oun
6. FS Undergracuate Academic Affairs Comm. and/01
FS Graduate Comm.
7. Office of Graduate Studies (For grad. level change
8. FS Curricula Comminee
9. VP of Academic Affairs
10. Facull'f Senate
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I. Major Change-Mark appropriate catagory
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Major
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Minor
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Concentration
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Give exac: title and requirements as
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FACULTY SENATE - FEBRUARY 1~ 1.
1. Post-Tenure Review Final Report, pp. 1-4

2. Additional Form C's
• minor program revision-B.A. Languages Major (Foreign Languages &
Literatures), pp. S-6
• minor program revision-B.B.A. Entrepreneurial Studjes Concentration
(Policy & Planning Area-Anderson Schools), p. 7
• deletion of degree-A.S. in Pre-Engineering (School of Engineering),
pp. 8-10
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whole for purposes of comparison.

Administrators who hold tenured faculty rank shall also be reviewed on the performance of
their faculty duties (teaching, research, service). These reviews will be performed by a
committee composed of at least three senior faculty from the department (i.e., Promotion
and Tenure Committees if they exist) within which the tenure appointment is held.
Administrators who have no assigned faculty duties within the department will not be
reviewed under this policy.
Section 5. Reports to Deans. Each department shall annually provide the dean with summaries
of the reviews of all faculty members (normally no more than 50 words for most faculty, more for
those with special achievements or identified deficiencies) and the full text of any comment or
rebuttal. The summaries shall include the special achievements or identified deficiencies of
individual faculty members. Merit, as determined in annual salary reviews, shall be the primary
criterion for raises. In the case of special achievement, the summary shall state the rewards to be
provided. The dean or a college committee shall participate in the merit award for special
achievement. In the case of deficiency, the summary shall suggest remedies, and the chair and the
dean shall monitor improvements. If the dean disagrees with the chair's evaluation, he or she shall
so inform the chair and the faculty member.
Section 6. More Complete Reviews. If in the judgment of the chair the annual review for any
faculty member shows a serious deficiency that has continued for two consecutive years, the chair
shall inform the faculty member. One of two possible courses of action shall follow: 1) The
faculty member may request that the chair submit his or her findings to the other tenured
faculty members for consideration in a more complete review during the following year.
OR 2) If the faculty member does not request the review, the chair may initiate such a
review with the concurrence of 2/3 of the tenured faculty in the department. The more
complete review shall be similiar to the mid-probationary review described in the
Handbook._ with the aim of identifying strengths and weaknesses. This review shall be
undertaken by the chair with a committee of at least three tenured faculty members chosen by the
tenured faculty. If they find that the faculty member's performance is not seriously deficient, the
member shall be so informed and a statement of the decision placed in the file. If serious
deficiency is found, a specific remedial program shall be developed in consultation with the faculty
member, including procedures, criteria for evaluating progress, and a reasonable timetable. The
results of the program shall be reported by the chair to the dean. If the dean concludes, after
consulting the college promotion and tenure committee, that serious deficiencies persist, he or she
shalt so inform the Provost or the Vice President for Health Sciences.
Section 7• Enhancement Programs. Whether or not a tenured faculty member accepts a
recommendation to participate in a teaching or research enhancement program, and whether o~
not the member performs well in the program, he or she shall be judged, after a reasonable penod
offune, on subsequent classroom and research performance.
Section 8. Individual Request for Review. Any faculty member who feels that two ~r more
consecutive annual reviews have inaccurately conveyed his or her professional accomplishments
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or have contained other substantial deficiencies shall have the option of initiating the more
complete review described above.
Section 9. Frequency of Review. The more complete review shall not be initiated for any

faculty member more frequently than once every five years.
Section 10. Review by the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure. Ifa tenured
faculty member's professional deficiencies are considered by the Provost or the Vice President for
Health Sciences to be very serious and to have been uncorrected at the conclusion of the agreed
time period, and, further, if there is evidence that the faculty member's performance has
deteriorated since the award of tenure and that his or her academic performance is now typically
unsatisfactory, the President of the University may initiate the process specified in the Policy on
Academic Freedom and Tenure for removing a faculty member for cause. ["If the faculty
member's academic competence is questioned, the proof before the Committee on Academic
Freedom and Tenure shall be insufficient unless it includes testimony of teachers and other
scholars, either from the University or from other institutions, and it shows that: (I) the faculty
member's academic performance has deteriorated since he received tenure; and (2) his academic
performance is now typically unsatisfactory." Sec. 12(b){viii). ". .. [T]he University
Administration has the burden of proving its case." Sec. 13 (a).]
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ADDffiONAL RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE FACULTY

1. Encourage the Teaching Enhancement Committee to recommend improved systems of
teaching evaluation, including student and peer evaluations to supplement and perhaps
replace ICES.
2. Encourage programs for the enhancement of teaching and research within departments and
colleges, adequately supported by the faculty development program in the Provost's office.
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Reasons for Request

The Associate of Science in Pre-Engineering (ASPE) degree
consists of the first two years of courses toward an engineering
bachelors degree. It was initially developed at UNM to meet
specific needs of a program for Native American students in the
early 1970's; financial aid from BIA could be used only by
students in degree programs, not in University College. This
program is no longer active. In the meantime, however, the
program became useful for technicians at Sandia National
Laboratories and other firms who were working toward bachelors
degrees on a part-time basis. Holding an associate degree could
qualify a technician for a higher pay grade.
The specific BIA program which precipitated creation of the ASPE
degree is no longer active. A poll of students who have recently
competed the ASPE degree indicated that it was of little help in
obtaining employment and that it no longer had a significant
impact of technician pay . Most students were in the program
because it offered closer ties to the School of Engineering than
did remaining in University College until they were eligible to
enter a bachelors degree program. The new practice of admitting
qualified freshmen students directly to the School of Engineering
addresses this issue in a more effective manner. The number of
students receiving the degree has never been high; it was only 15
in the 1994-95 academic year. The program was affordable only
because its courses were the same as those required for bachelors
degrees.
In addition, Albuquerque Technical-Vocation Institute (T-VI) has
be~n considering offering a pre-engineering associate degree.
This would be done in cooperation with UNM. Students could take
sophomore-level engineering courses at UNM and transfer the
credits to T-VI if enrollments at T-VI were not high enough to
justify offering the courses there each semester. T-VI ~ould be
~ more logical home for such a program than woul~ UNM, since UNM
is a research university with its primary emphasis on upper
division and graduate programs.
Timing

No new students will be admitted to the ASPE program after the
end of the Spring l996 semester. Students currently in th~
~rogram will be given a maximum of five years to com~lete it;
i.e : , until May 200l. All students in the pro~ram will be
advised in writing of the deadline for completion.
Other Campuses

Th~s program deletion will eliminate the ASPE program on the UNM
mwha 7n campus only. The similar program at the Los Alamos Branch,
lch was created on their own Form C, is not affected.
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